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S. Somanath is the new and 10 chairman of the Indian 

th
Space Research Organization. Somanath will be 4  individual from 
Kerala to occupy this topmost position in the Indian Space Sector 
and succeed K Sivan. Somanath resigned as a director of Vikram 
Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC).

S Somanath- Rocket Scientist:
Dr. S. Somanath was named Secretary of the Ministry of 

Space and Chair of the Space Commission by the Center on 
Wednesday. His appointment is for a combined term of three years 
from the date of incorporation into the position, including an 
extension of the term beyond retirement age in the public interest, 
according to an order from the Department of Personnel.

@ Somanath played an important role in the development of 
the PSLV and the Mk-III geosynchronous satellite launcher 
(GSLV MkIII). 

@ He joined the GSLV Mk-III project in 2003 and was project 
director from 2010 to 2014.   

@ Subsequently, he spent two and a half years as director of the 
Liquid Systems Propulsion Center (LSPC), Valiamala, where 
he contributed to the development of native cryogenic steps 
for the GSLV. 

@ Dr. Somanath assumed the position of Director, VSSC, in 
January 2018.

@ He is an expert in the area of system engineering of launch 
vehicles. 

@ His contributions in PSLV and GSLV Mk-III were in their 
overall architecture, propulsion stages design, structural and 
structural dynamics designs, separation systems, vehicle 
integration, and integration procedures development. 
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Challenges ahead with New Chief:
The last two decades were golden years of ISROs as it reached 

new heights and become an elite space agency in the world. India 
joined the Space Race with technologically self-sufcient. The 
successful Mars Mission and Chandrayaan mission are the 
milestones of ISRO. Failure of Chandrayaan-2 is yet to be overcome 
with another successful launch to Moon is a big challenge ahead 
with new Chief S. Somanath.  

@ Gaganyaan:India's rst human spaceight mission, is 
expected in 2023. The spacecraft jointly made by ISRO, and 
HAL will carry three Indian astronauts to the low earth orbit 
(of 2000 km or less) for a period of ve to seven days.

@ Chandrayaan 3, the successor to the Chandrayaan 2 
mission, will attempt a soft landing on the moon, most likely 
in the third quarter of 2022. A lunar lander and a rover will go 
on the mission. The total cost of the mission will be over Rs 
600 crores.

@ In the rst quarter of 2022, NSIL plans to launch GSAT-24, a 
four-tonne class communication Ku-band satellite made by 
ISRO, into orbit, using an Ariane-5 rocket operated by 
Arianespace,a European aerospace agency.

@ Other ISRO launches in the pipeline are Oceansat-3 (EOS-6), 
set to be launched by PSLV, and Microsat (EOS-2), set to be 
launched in the rst developmental ight of the Small 
Satellite Launch Vehicle (SSLV).

Future of ISRO:
Being an elite Space Agency, ISRO is stretching its arms. Mere 

being funded by Government, ISRO is planning to outsource its 
economic sources with several programs and two commercial 
wings. 

@ ISRO Planning to remain purely an administrative body. 

@ Focusing on the development of its commercial wings Antrix 
and New Space India Limited.
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@ NSIL is the commercial arm of the Indian Space Research 

Organization (ISRO) with the primary responsibility of 
enabling Indian industries to take up high technology space-
related activities and is also responsible for the promotion 
and commercial exploitation of the products and services 
emanating from the Indian space.

@ As the commercial and marketing arm of ISRO, Antrix is 
engaged in providing Space products and services to 
international customers worldwide.

@ Antrix will handle ISRO's commercial deals for satellites and 
launch vehicles with foreign customers.

@ NSIL will deal with the capacity building of local industry for 
space manufacturing.
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